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A Cross-Entropy Motion Planning Framework for
Hybrid Continuum Robots
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Abstract—The sampling-based motion planners, including the
Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT) algorithms, are widely
utilized in continuum robots, enabling efficient search for feasible
motion plans in constrained environments. In surgical robotics,
complex mapping among the high-dimensional kinematics of con-
tinuum robots, trajectory parameterization, and path redundancy
may lead to non-optimal motion path, which in turn affects their
efficiency and surgical task performance (e.g. path following), and
ultimately the patient outcome. In this letter, a cross-entropy (CE)
motion planning framework is proposed for continuum robots,
wherein the RRT* planner is equipped with a CE estimation
method serving as a probabilistic model to sample elite trajectories
with optimal computation costs. It can asymptotically optimize the
sampling distributions among individuals in terms of either robot
states or parameterized trajectories. The presented CE motion
planners were implemented on a hybrid continuum robot to enable
obstacle avoidance, approximate follow-the-leader (FTL) motion,
and navigation in a clinical scenario. They are shown to offer lower
sampling cost and higher computational efficiency compared to
existing approaches.

Index Terms—Continuum robots, sampling-based motion
planning, cross-entropy (CE) motion planning, Rapidly-exploring
Random Trees (RRT*) approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

MOTION planning for continuum robots is important to
ensure a safe motion trajectory to reach the desired
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spatial target in constrained environments. This is mainly due to
their complex kinematic and shape constraints when interacting
with the environmental obstacles. In the case of surgical robotics,
in particular, continuum robots are usually adopted to navigate in
an uncertain and narrow environment with multiple anatomical
constraints that must be taken into account to achieve real-time,
precise task execution [1]. Thus, motion planning problems for
continuum surgical robots should be solved with high computa-
tional efficiency and low sampling costs.

Among the many motion planners, sampling-based meth-
ods are known to offer relatively low computational complex-
ityincluding Probabilistic RoadMaps (PRM) [2] and Rapidly-
exploring Random Trees (RRT) [3]. The traditional RRT-like
algorithms can be evolved to other variants, such as RRT-
connect [4], RRT* [5], bidirectional-RRT [6], and informed
RRT* [7]. Compared to PRM and RRT approaches, RRT* is
uniquely capable of achieving asymptotic optimality and any-
time solution (i.e. capable to be continuously optimized [5])
with minimum computational requirements in a single-query
problem, leading to more adoption for RRT* in robotics.

Sampling-based motion planning approaches have also been
proposed for continuum surgical robots comprising mostly three
design architectures in the form of steerable needles, concentric
tube robots, and multi-segment continuum robots with active
segment bending. Patil et al. [8] presented a fast motion plan-
ner for flexible needle steering to avoid obstacles and handle
uncertainties using the RRT approach, and extended studies
were proposed for steerable needles respectively using back-
ward planners [9], cost maps [10], and parallel sampling [11].
Additionally, derived from RRT*, path planners with optimized
geometric Hermite curves [12], heuristic search [13], and an
evolutionary sampling-based algorithm [14] were proposed for
needle steering, leading to smooth path approximation and high
computational efficiency. Compared to steerable needles, of
which the needle shape passively follows the tip path in a soft
tissue environment, the shapes of concentric tube robots and
multi-segment continuum robots can actively and significantly
change via internal forces from their respective actuation inputs.
Therefore, the nonlinear robot shape constraint becomes another
important consideration for motion planning problems for these
continuum robots. A RRT-Shape approach was presented for
motion planning of concentric tube robots [15], to perform an
approximate follow-the-leader (FTL) motion. However, it can
result in the solution getting trapped in local optima during path
sampling without considering the nonlinear behavior of kine-
matics. The Rapidly-exploring random graph algorithm was pre-
sented [16] to perform a fast motion planner for concentric tube
robots, and its node graph is a superset of the RRT graph [3]. In
multi-segment continuum robots with active segment bending,
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path redundancy is an important challenge to solve during
its motion planning. Meng et al. proposed a workspace-based
RRT* algorithm with enhancements in both trajectory costs and
computation time [17], [18]. However, it may lead to inaccurate
robot shape estimation due to singularities in pseudo-inverse
kinematics. Model-based motion planners have also been pre-
sented for path following [19], tip tracking [20], and supervi-
sory control [21] of multi-segment continuum robots. While
significant progress has been made in motion planning for these
different continuum robot types, the optimality of most existing
motion planners is difficult to be satisfied without expensive
computational effort. Such optimality is critical especially for
continuum surgical robots to produce the desired motion paths
to achieve optimal surgical outcomes.

Cross-entropy (CE) motion planning approach has been pro-
posed in recent years to execute adaptive stochastic sampling,
which can optimize the basic performance of sampling-based
motion planning framework (such as RRT*) through elite se-
lection of motion trajectories, leading to lower costs and less
iterations [22]. Kobilarov et al. [22] firstly proposed the CE
motion planning method for mobile robots and air vehicles,
which was capable of producing lower robot trajectory costs
compared to the RRT* algorithm. Suh et al. [23] proposed a
cost-aware path planner combined with RRT* algorithm and
CE method to find lower path costs for robot manipulation.

In this work, a CE motion planning framework is introduced
for the first time, to our knowledge, for continuum robots.
Compared with conventional CE motion planners [22] that focus
only on implementation in the approximate point mass systems,
our motion planning framework provides efficient and optimal
sampling capability while considering the complex kinematic
and shape constraints of continuum robots with high redundancy.
It is designed for continuum robots to perform both non-FTL and
FTL motion. Specifically, our contributions include the follow-
ing: 1) A CE-integrated RRT* algorithm is designed to optimally
perform adaptive stochastic sampling in a newly converted robot
arc coordinate domain and search for feasible trajectory solu-
tions under path redundancy, kinematic constraint, and shape
constraint of continuum surgical robots (i.e. multi-segment con-
tinuum robots and concentric precurved tube robots). 2) Optimal
motion plans are solved specifically for a recently proposed
hybrid continuum robot with coupled geometric relationship
between its precurved body and cable-driven flexible tip seg-
ment [1] to perform both collision-free and approximate follow-
the-leader (FTL) motions in constrained environments.

The rest of this letter is organized as follows. Section II
describes the kinematics for continuum robots compatible with
the proposed CE motion planner. The procedure of CE esti-
mation during sampling-based motion planning is introduced
in Section III. Section IV proposes the CE motion planner in
details. Section V validates the performance of the proposed CE
motion planner by simulation tests. Concluding remarks and
future works are provided in Section VI.

II. ROBOT KINEMATICS

A. Kinematics for Two Typical Types of Continuum Robots

The proposed CE motion planner is targeted in this work for
two typical types of continuum robots, namely multi-segment
continuum robots with active bending of each flexible seg-
ment and concentric precurved tube robots. The continuum
robot is assumed to be capable of navigating (i.e. producing

Fig. 1. Generalized coordinates for a (a) multi-segment continuum robot and
(b) a concentric precurved tube robot.

a robot trajectory) from an entry point to a target point by
extending and bending its robot segments. Without loss of
generality, the kinematic parameters for the robot trajectory of a
multi-segment continuum robot with m segments or concentric
precurved tube robot with m tubes can be defined as ytra =
[θe θr1 θr2 ρ1 Θ

T
1 . . . ρi Θ

T
i . . . ρm ΘT

m]T, where i = 1, . . .,m, as
shown in Fig. 1. θe, θr1 , and θr2 are angles of insertion ori-
entation, rotation around the robot itself, and rotation around
ze−axis in the global frame {e}. The generalized coordinates
ρi and Θi are the arc length and bending angle of segment i
(or extension length and rotation angle of tube i) in the local
frame {i}. l is the total robot (extension) length along the robot
arc coordinate s in the global frame {e}. Additionally, consid-
ering two actuation structures for the multi-segment continuum
robots, the generalized coordinateΘi of segment i can be further
expressed as

Θi =

{[
θi ϕi

]T
, normal segment i[

θxi θyi
]T

, orthogonal segment i
(1)

where θi and ϕi are the bending angle and the bending plane
angle for a normal segment, and θxi and θyi are the bending
angles in the yizi− and xizi− planes for an orthogonal segment
with N joint pairs. It should be noted that these two typical
kinematic models are under the piecewise constant-curvature
assumption. Other mathematical models, such as the Cosserat
rod model [24], can be adopted for continuum robots with non-
constant curvature behavior.

The homogeneous transformation matrix T describing the
robot forward kinematics fFK can be expressed as

T = Rot3 ·Rot2 ·Rot1 ·
m∏
i=1

Ti(Θi) (2)

where Rot1, Rot2, and Rot3 denote the rotation transfor-
mations by angles of θe, θr1 , and θr2 , while Ti(Θi) denotes
the transformation describing the geometric representation of
single segment (tube) i. The discrete positions along the robot
arc coordinate s can be determined by concatenating Ti(Θi)
between the local frames {i}fixed in the adjacent robot segments
(tubes). Therefore, the actual robot trajectory pr(X, s) can be
determined by solving fFK or inverse kinematics fIK with the
robot shape vectorX expressed as eitherpt (state-based) orytra

(parameter-based), such that fIK(pt)→ pr or fFK(ytra)→
pr, where pt = [xt yt zt]

T denotes the robot tip position. The
Jacobian matrix Jjac is then be expressed as

Jjac = ∂pt/∂ytra (3)

B. Specific Kinematics for a Hybrid Continuum Robot

In the authors’ previous work, a hybrid continuum robot
consisting of a straight outer tube and a precurved inner tube with
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Fig. 2. (a) Hybrid continuum robot prototype. (b) Frame transformation of
the 2-DOF notch pair in the tip segment. (c) Structural design parameters and
(d) kinematic parameters of the hybrid continuum robot during its tube extension.

a monolithically integrated cable-driven flexible tip segment,
as shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), has been introduced [1]. Since
the hybrid continuum robot combines the structural concepts of
both concentric precurved tubes and active flexible segment, it
is used as a target candidate for the implementation of the CE
motion planner in this work. In this robot, ytra can be expressed
by [θe θr1 θr2 ρ1 ΘT

1 ρ2 ΘT
2]

T, where ρ1 and ρ2 are extension
lengths of outer and inner tubes, respectively. Θ1 is empty
because the outer tube cannot be rotated or bent. Θ2 = [θx θy]

T,
since the flexible tip is a notched tube backbone with two bending
degrees of freedom (DOFs), as shown in Fig. 2(b).

The homogeneous transformation of each notch pair in the
tip segment can be solved by taking the product of exponential
mapping of the twists for the individual joints involved in the
notch pair, which consists of key parameters such as notch
beam width vb, spacing height t, notch height b, and notch
pair number N . Then, combining the notch pair transformation
and the kinematic mapping among structural design parameters
{Ls, Lc, Lr, θc}, transformed length parameters {l1, l2, l3, l4},
and kinematic parameters {θe, θr1 , θr2 , ρ1, θx, ρ2, θy} (see de-
tailed derivations in [1]), we can then determine the actual robot
trajectory (shape) pr(X, s) as well as all the discrete points
along the robot arc coordinate s in the global frame {e}, as
shown in Fig. 2(c) and 2(d). It is also noted that the accuracy
of the robot kinematics has been validated in [1], confirming
the feasibility of using kinematics to calculate the actual robot
trajectory pr(X, s).

III. CROSS-ENTROPY ESTIMATION

The cross-entropy (CE) method [25] employs stochastic es-
timation to select the elite trajectories (robot shapes) among
random samples for every robot extension step. In the process, it
adaptively generates a probabilistic model to sample parameters
(i.e. pt and ytra) using the optimized Gaussian distributions.
Adopting the CE method in estimating pt and ytra, individual
trajectory samples are optimized and elite selection is conducted
to ensure in particular collision-free or/and FTL motions for
continuum robots. A unique and optimal path of sampled nodes
(calculated by pt or ytra) is eventually determined from the
initial node to the target node.

The robot trajectory at every robot extension step is deter-
mined by pr(X, s). The sampling cost function J(X) for every
robot trajectory can therefore be expressed as

J(X) = a1 · costΓ + a2 · l
L + a3 ·

∥∥ytra cur − ytrapre

∥∥
+ a4 ·

∥∥∥pr(X, l)− pf
t

∥∥∥2 , s.t. pr(X, s) ∈ Λ, pr(X, l)=pt

(4)

costΓ =

{∫ l

0
1

Δ(pr(X,s),Γ)+0.001 , collision-free
eFTL, approximate FTL

(5)

Fig. 3. Schematics showing the presented CE planner based on (a) ShapeSCE
approach and (b) ShapePCE approach using the the hybrid continuum robot.

where costΓ denotes the cost of the distance Δ of the environ-
mental constraints Γ along the robot arc coordinate s. ytra cur

and ytrapre are the kinematic parameter vectors of previous and
current robot extension steps. pf

t is the target point position. a1,
a2, a3, and a4 are penalty factors for the distance of the robot
from the environmental obstacles, robot extension length with
a maximum length limit L, robot joint variables change, and
distance between the current robot tip and the desired target,
respectively. eFTL is the FTL error expressed in (6), denoting
the maximum shape deviation error between a fixed trajectory
and the actual robot shape, as shown in Fig. 3.

eFTL = max (‖pr(X, s)− pf (s)‖) , ∀s ∈ [0, l] (6)

where pf (s) is a fixed trajectory, and it is user-predefined or
predefined by surgeons.

The probability density function (pdf) of X used in the CE
method can be expressed as

f(X;v) =
exp(− 1

2 (X− μ)TΣ−1(X− μ))

(2π)
nd
2 (detΣ)

1
2

(7)

where μ, Σ, and nd denote the mean vector, the covariance
matrix, and the mixture component number of the robot shape
vectorX, respectively.v = {μ, Σ} are the reference parameters
in the pdf, which can be expressed as

μ =
1

nelite

nelite∑
i=1

Xelite,i Σ =

⎡
⎣σ2

1 Σρ

. . .

Σρ σ2
nd

⎤
⎦
nd×nd

(8)

where the elite robot shape vector Xelite represents the elite
robot trajectory (i.e. X with the smallest cost J(X) among
the n samples), nelite = �ρn� is the number of Xelite, and ρ
is a user-specified parameter for the elite fraction. σ1, . . ., σnd

are variances of all the component variables in Xelite. The
correlation coefficient matrix Σρ is assumed to be 0, since
all the component variables in Xelite are independent. if the
coupling relationship exists in Xelite. The reference parameters
v = {μ, Σ} of the pdf are optimized by CE minimization [25]:

v∗ = arg max
v

1

n
Σn

k=1I{J(Xk)≤γ̂tCE
} ln f(Xk;v) (9)

where γ̂tCE
= J(�ρn�) is the sample quantile of the cost perfor-

mance for the elite trajectories. I(·) is an indicator function,
which determines the elite individuals Xelite. As shown in
Algorithm 1, the CE estimation can be summarized as follows:
Step 1: Set iteration counter tCE = 1. Calculate sampling cost
J of each sampled robot shape vector X from its set S , and then
order them from smallest to largest, J1 ≤ J2 ≤ · · · ≤ Jn. Step
2: Calculate γ̂tCE

and use the current Xelite to calculate the pdf.
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Algorithm 1: (v∗,Xnew)← CE Estimation(X,S).
1: Set α0 ← 0.2 and tCE ← 1; Find all X ∈ S
2: while CollisionFree(Xnew) & tCE ≤ tCE,max

do
3: Calculate trajectory cost J(X);
4: γ̂tCE

← J(�ρn�);
5: v∗ ← arg maxv

1
nΣ

n
k=1I{J(Xk)≤γ̂tCE

} ln f(Xk;v);
6: Calculate the pdf and then sample Xnew;
7: Xnew ∼ ln f(·;v∗) and tCE ← tCE + 1;
8: end while
9: return v∗ and Xelite,best;

Step 3: Set tCE = tCE + 1. Sample Xnew ∼ ln f(·;v∗) based
on pdf using the updated optimal parameters v∗ according to
(9) until reaching the maximum iteration number tCE,max.

During each CE estimation iteration tCE , the newly sampled
individuals Xnew can be expressed as⎡
⎢⎣

XT
new,1

...
Xnew,m

T

⎤
⎥⎦ = randn(m,nd) ∗

√
Σ̂tCE

+

⎡
⎢⎣
μ̂T
tCE

...
μ̂T
tCE

⎤
⎥⎦
m×nd

(10)

μ̂tCE
= (1− α0)μtCE

+ α0μtCE−1

Σ̂tCE
= (1− α0)ΣtCE

+ α0ΣtCE−1 (11)

wherem is the number of newly updated individualsXnew of the
elite robot shape vector. randn() returns m 1× nd vectors with
all the elements sampled from the Gaussian distributionN (0, 1).√
Σ can be solved by Cholesky decomposition. Equation (11)

smoothens the elite seletion of Xelite with a smoothing factor
α0. The estimation is terminated after tCE,max iterations, giving
the most elite robot shape vector Xelite,best with the lowest cost
among m individuals of Xnew.

IV. CROSS-ENTROPY MOTION PLANNING

The RRT* approach is widely utilized for single-query prob-
lems, sampling random nodes (e.g. black dots in Fig. 3) starting
from initial configuration at the root node (initial node) and
then adding collision-free nodes to the node tree as leaf nodes.
It finally generates feasible paths from the entry point to the
target point by progressively searching eligible nodes until the
target node is added to the node tree. In contrast to the RRT*
performing basic sampling, the proposed CE motion planning
methodology utilizes the CE state-based or parameter-based
estimation to perform adaptive sampling, which can optimize
trajectories with low costs and iterations. From the perspective
of state-based estimation, this is a way to adaptively optimize
the tip position to determine elite trajectories of the continuum
robot. From the perspective of parameter-based estimation, the
robot trajectory is firstly parameterized by a certain number of
variables, which are then optimized by adaptive CE sampling
to search for lower trajectory costs. Therefore, considering
the kinematic and shape constraints, shape state cross-entropy
(ShapeSCE) motion planner and shape parameterized cross-
entropy (ShapePCE) motion planner are developed for contin-
uum robots, corresponding to state-based and parameter-based
CE estimations, as shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3 depicts the difference

Algorithm 2: CE Motion Planning.
1: Set tip position error tolerance e1 ← 3 mm;
2: X← ∅ and Nleaf ← ∅;
3: T ← InsertNode(∅, η0, T );
4: for i← 1 : Nη do
5: (ηrand,X)←

ShapeSCE(or ShapePCE) Sample(i,Nleaf );
6: ηnearest ← Nearest(T ,Nrand);
7: (ηnew, χnew,Δd2)← Steer(ηnearest, ηrand)
8: if CollisionFree(χnew) then
9: Nnear ← NearNeighbor(T , ηnew);

10: ηmin ← Parent(Nnear, ηnearest, ηnew);
11: T ← InsertNode(ηmin, ηnew, T );
12: T ← Rewire(ηmin, ηnew,Nnear, T );
13: Nleaf ← ηleaf

⋃
Nleaf ;

14: J(Xleaf )← TrajectoryCost(ηleaf ,Xleaf );
15: if CollisionFree(χnew)&‖ηtar − ηnew‖ ≤ e1

then
16: J(Xtar)← TrajectoryCost(ηtar,Xtar);

Break;
17: end if
18: end if
19: end for
20: return T and J(X);

and connection between ShapeSCE and ShapePCE. The black
dots denote the sampled nodes, which are calculated by the
tip position pt or kinematic parameters ytra. The red solid
and dotted lines respectively denote the edges among sampled
nodes accepted by T and the potential connections between the
accepted nodes and target node. ShapeSCE samples pt that can
make the robot under-defined since it requires less sampling
information, while ShapeSCE samples ytra that can fully define
the robot shape denoted by the black dotted line.

In Algorithm 2, we extend the RRT* algorithm to a CE-
based motion planning algorithm with several improvements: 1)
Different from state-cross-entropy (SCE) and trajectory-cross-
entropy (TCE) RRT* algorithms [22], our method considers
the high-dimensional continuum robot configuration space. The
time domain is therefore converted to the robot arc coordinate
domain to perform both obstacle-free and approximate FTL
motions, and the path redundancy is minimized by real-time iter-
ative calculation of forward and inverse kinematics. 2) The entire
generated robot trajectories are always iteratively checked to
satisfy kinematic and shape constraints to ensure obstacle avoid-
ance during the robot navigation. It is also noted that the robot
tip orientation is constrained to limit the maximum extension
orientation angle of the robot tip (see function Orientation()
in Section IV(A)). 3) The rewiring of sampled nodes is governed
by the damped least squares (DLS) method [26] to minimize
the robot configuration change and the trajectory cost; this can
also address the singularity issue in pseudo inverse kinematics
solving and ensure a stable numerical solution to the robot
configurations.

As shown in Algorithm 2, η0, ηrand, ηnear, ηleaf , and ηtar
denote respectively the initial, sampled, neighbor, leaf, and target
nodes. Nrand, Nnear, and Nleaf are node sets of nodes ηrand,
ηnear, and ηleaf , respectively. T is a tree of sampled nodes η
with the maximum iteration number Nη .
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A. ShapeSCE Approach

The ShapeSCE approach is described in Algorithm 3, which
implements ShapeSCE Sample() function to estimate the robot
trajectories by solving the inverse kinematics during adaptive
sampling of new robot tip position, as shown in Fig. 3(a). In
Algorithm 3, CE estimation ratio fce dictates the switch between
the standard uniform sampling Uniform(Nleaf ,V) and the CE
estimation for the leaf nodes ηleaf .V is a spherical neighborhood
with the center point at the leaf node ηleaf and the radius of
each extension step length, or a randomly switched node set that
is close to the target node ηtar, which can ensure the robot is
extending toward ηtar. pt randnew, lrandnew, and pr randnew

are the node position, the robot extension length, and the robot
trajectory, corresponding to the sampled random nodeηrandnew.
Function Orientation() constrains the orientation range of the
generated trajectories, which ensures the intersection angle θori
is less than the maximum angle θori,max = 120◦ between the
distal tip tangent unit vector p1 and the unit vector p2 in the
direction of the connection between ηleaf min and ηparent min,
as shown in Fig. 3. ηleaf min denotes Nmin leaf nodes with
the lowest sampling cost J(X) among all ηleaf ∈ T , and
ηparent min is a parent node of ηleaf min. Therefore, the function
Orientation() ensures an inequality of the tip orientation
deviation, which can be expressed as

arccos(p1 · p2) ≤ θori,max = 120◦ (12)

p1 =
pr(X, l −Δd1)− pr(X, l)

‖pr(X, l −Δd1)− pr(X, l)‖

p2 =
pt parent min − pt leaf min∥∥pt parent min − pt leaf min

∥∥ (13)

where Δd1 is the extension step length. pt parent min and
pt leaf min are node positions of ηparent min and ηleaf min.

When executing an approximate FTL motion, the maximum
lateral deviation error ēFTL is the minimum value calculated
iteratively in increments of 0.2 mm starting with an initial lateral
FTL error of 2 mm. It is terminated when the following three
conditions are satisfied: 1) there is no collision, 2) the target node
ηtar can be reached, and 3) eFTL ≤ ēFTL. eFTL is calculated by
Eq. (6). The mixture component dimensionnd is equal to 3 in the
ShapeSCE motion planner. Finally, the new node positionpt new

is assumed to be the tip position, therefore, the actual robot
trajectory pr(X, s) can be solved by the mapping: fIK(pt)→
pr(X, s), which is added to the collision-free robot trajectory
set Λ after collision detection.

B. ShapePCE Approach

The main goal of the ShapePCE approach is to sample a
parameterized trajectory (robot shape denoted by black dotted
line as shown in Fig. 3(b)) for collision detection, which uti-
lizes the sampled variable vector ytra to calculate the actual
robot trajectory, as shown in Algorithm 4. Different from the
ShapeSCE approach, the actual robot trajectorypr(X, s) can be
easily determined during the adaptive sampling of ytra with the
mapping fFK(ytra)→ pr(X, s), instead of inverse kinemat-
ics calculation fIK(pt)→ pr(X, s). Function Orientation()
also sets a constrained orientation range for the robot tip under
the control of the CE estimation ratio fce. Additionally, the
discrete points along the robot centerline can be extracted from
the individual trajectory pr(X, s), therefore, it can take the

Algorithm 3: (ηrand,ptnew)← ShapeSCE Sample(i,
Nleaf ).

1: Set CE estimation ratio fce ← 0.5, minimum required
number Nmin of leaf nodes, and extension step length
Δd1 ← 3 mm; Set nd ← 3;

2: Find parent node ηparent min of ηleaf min;
3: while CollisionFree(pr randnew) &

pr(pt randnew, lrandnew) ∈ V &
Orientation(ηparent min, ηleaf min,pr randnew) &
eFTL ≤ ēFTL do

4: if rand(0, 1) < fce & |Nleaf | > Nmin then
5: (v∗,pt randnew)← CE Estimation(pt,Nleaf );
6: pt randnew ← pt randnew +Δd1 ·

(pf
t − pt randnew)/‖pf

t − ptnew‖;
7: ηrandnew ← η(pt randnew);
8: else
9: Sample ηrandnew ∼ Uniform(Nleaf ,V);

10: end if
11: end while
12: return ηrand ← ηrandnew and ptnew;

Algorithm 4: (ηrand,ytranew)← ShapePCE Sample(i,
Nleaf ).

1: Set CE estimation ratio fce ← 0.5 and minimum
required number Nmin of leaf nodes. Set nd ← 7;

2: Find parent node ηparent min of ηleaf min; lpre ←
robot length of the previous extension;

3: while CollisionFree(pr randnew) &
pr(pt randnew, lrandnew) ∈ V &
Orientation(ηparent min, ηleaf min,pr randnew) &
eFTL ≤ ēFTL do

4: if rand(0, 1) < fce & |Nleaf | > Nmin &
lrandnew > lpre then

5: (v∗,ytranew)← CE Estimation(ytra,Nleaf );
6: ηrandnew ← η(ytranew);
7: else
8: Sample ηrandnew ∼ Uniform(Nleaf ,V);
9: end if

10: end while
11: return ηrand ← ηrandnew and ytranew;

overall individual trajectory pr(X, s) into account for cost cal-
culation. Generally, ShapeSCE and ShapeSCE motion planning
approaches can be converted to each other by the mappings
fFK(ytra)→ pr(X, s) and fIK(pt)→ pr(X, s). Thus, sim-
ilar to the adaptive robot state (tip position) estimation of the
ShapeSCE approach, the robot state is also added to T after
the obstacle-free trajectory parameterization, leading to feasible
trajectories pr(X, s) ∈ Λ.

C. Remaining Procedures

Each node η ∈ T in the rest of the CE motion planner in Al-
gorithm 2 is determined by InsertNode(), Steer(), Parent(),
Rewire(), and TrajectoryCost(), which are modified and
improved from those in the conventional algorithm [5], [22]
to cater to the new domain of continuum robot arc length while
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satisfying the kinematics and shape constraints. These functions
can be described as follows:

(1) InsertNode(η1, η2, T ) inserts a node η2 to become a
child of an existing node η1, and creates an edge between the
two nodes inside T using AddNodeEdge(η2, η1, T ), where η1
and η2 are arbitrary nodes. (2) Once the function Nearest()
determines a node ηnearest closest to ηrand ∈ Nrand, which is
the output of either the ShapeSCE or the ShapePCE approach,
Steer(ηnearest, ηrand) returns a robot motion transition χnew

from ηnearest to ηrand. It also creates a new node ηnew between
ηnearest and ηrand with a tip position movement that is within
the predefined permissible movement distance Δd2 (e.g. 3 mm)
for Steer(). The linear interpolation between two configura-
tions of ηnearest and ηnew are conducted to obtain the interpo-
lated configurations that can ensure the interval distance among
the corresponding tip position trajectory is less than a small dis-
tance (e.g. 2 mm). The tip trajectory is unconditionally accepted
if collision detection for χnew (including both tip trajectory and
robot shape change) is successful by CollisionFree(). Oth-
erwise, ηnew is unacceptable to T . Additionally, safety margin
along the robot is adopted during collision detection [13], [20].
The function CollisionFree() is called to ensure there is no
collision with the surrounding obstacles before the trajectory
estimation proceeds further. (3) After NearNeighbor() collects
all the neighbor nodes ηnear close to ηnew in the node set
Nnear, Parent(Nnear, ηnearest, ηnew) returns a selection of
the optimal parent nodes ηmin for ηnew, as seen in Algorithm 5.
Here, the total cost of the potential parent nodes (ηnear ∈ Nnear)
takes into account the current trajectory cost J(Xnear) and
the change of the parameter-based variable vector ytra (robot
configuration q) between nodes ηnear and ηnew with α1 and
α2 being the weighting factors. (4) As seen in Algorithm 6,
Rewire(ηmin, ηnew,Nnear, T ) sets node ηnew to be a parent
node of ηnear ∈ Nnear\{ηmin} if the trajectory cost J(X)
decreases when the robot is extending (i.e. lnew < lnear, where
lnew and lnear are the robot extension lengths relative to ηnew
and ηnear). Otherwise, the rewiring procedure is omitted so that
the edge connected to the new node ηnew remains unchanged.
Combined with the method of Lagrange multipliers, the robot
configuration qnear of ηnear is always redetermined by the DLS
method to minimize the robot configuration changeΔq between
ηnew and ηnear, where the robot configurationq is equal toytra.
Hence, it is desired to find the minimum Δq that satisfies the
kinematic constraint, which can be solved by [26]

min
Δq

(∥∥JT
jacJjac − (ptnear − ptnew)

∥∥2 + λ2 ‖Δq‖2
)

⇒ Δq = JT
jac(JjacJ

T
jac + λ2I)−1(ptnear − ptnew) (14)

p̂tnear = pr(Δq+ qnew, l) (15)

where I and λ are an identity matrix and a damping constant,
respectively. ptnear and ptnew are the node positions of ηnear
and ηnew. qnear and qnew are the robot configurations of ηnear
and ηnew. The estimated configuration q̂near = qnew +Δq is
updated for the node ηnear if the cost J(X) decreases with
a small tip position movement 3e1 (from ptnear to the es-
timated node position p̂tnear) of ηnear, where e1 is the tip
position error tolerance. It is also noted that the DLS method
can avoid the null space variance of the Jacobian configuration-
generation (JCG) method during pseudo inverse kinematics
solving for motion plans of continuum robots [17]. (5) The

Algorithm 5: ηmin ← Parent(Nnear, ηnearest, ηnew).

1: Set α1 ← 0.8 and α2 ← 0.2; Find ytra min and Xmin

corresponding to ηmin, and find ytranew

corresponding to ηnew;
2: ηmin ← ηnearest;

J(Xmin)← TrajectoryCost(ηmin,Xmin);
3: Costmin←

α1 · J(Xmin) + α2 · ‖ytra min − ytranew‖2;
4: for ηnear ∈ Nnear do
5: Find ytranear corresponding to node ηnear;

Xnear ← ytranear;
6: J(Xnear)← TrajectoryCost(ηnear,Xnear);
7: if α1 · J(Xnear) + α2 · ‖ytranear − ytranew‖2 <

Costmin & CollisionFree(ηnear, ηnew) then
8: Costmin←

α1 · J(Xnear) + α2 · ‖ytranear − ytranew‖2;
9: ηmin ← ηnear;

10: end if
11: end for
12: return ηmin;

Algorithm 6: T ← Rewire(ηmin, ηnew,Nnear, T ).
1: Set qnew ← ytranew corresponding to node ηnew; Set

λ← 0.1;
2: for ηnear ∈ Nnear\{ηmin} do
3: Find ytranear corresponding to node ηnear;
4: Δq← JT

jac(JjacJ
T
jac + λ2I)−1(ptnear − ptnew);

5: q̂near ← qnew +Δq; p̂tnear ← pr(q̂near, l);
6: if CollisionFree(ηnew, ηnear) &

‖p̂tnear − ptnear‖ < 3e1 then
7: Xnear ← q̂near; Cost current← J(Xnear);
8: if Cost current < J(Xnew) & lnew < lnear then
9: T ← AddNodeEdge(ηnew, ηnear, T );

10: end if
11: end if
12: end for
13: return T ;

function TrajectoryCost(η1,X) returns the trajectory cost
J(X) (according to (4)) at each extension step, where node η1
corresponds to the robot tip.

Finally, the target node ηtar is assumed to be reached when
the Euclidean distance between ηnew and ηtar is less than e1.
Besides, the FTL error eFTL between the fixed trajectory and
actual robot trajectory (shape) is minimized at every extension
step, when the approximate FTL motion is performed in both
ShapeSCE and ShapePCE, as shown in Fig. 3.

V. RESULTS AND EVALUATIONS

The proposed motion planners based on both the ShapeSCE
and ShapePCE approaches were implemented on the hybrid
continuum robot to evaluate their ability in enabling 1) ob-
stacle avoidance, 2) approximate FTL motion, and 3) nav-
igation in a simulated clinical scenario. The proposed CE
planners and other algorithms used for comparison were in-
dividually evaluated in the three aforementioned randomized
single-query tasks with each evaluation consisting of 30 test
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Fig. 4. Obstacle avoidance by ShapeSCE planner, demonstrated by four
selected extension steps ((a)–(d)). The red solid line denotes the tip trajectory
during the robot motion.

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON FOR OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE

trials. All the simulations and tests were executed in MATLAB
R2020b installed on a DELL desktop computer with Intel(R)
Core(TM) i5-9500 CPU @3.00 GHz 8.00 GB RAM. The robot
structural parameters are as follows: [Ls Lc Lr Lt b t vb]

T =
[46 57 3 30 0.77 1.37 0.31]T mm and N = 7. The comparison
algorithms adopt the same parameter setting as the presented
CE motion planning approaches (e.g. cost calculation, rewiring
process, and selection of the optimal parent node). The results
were compared using a nonparametric Friedman test to calcu-
late statistical significance (p < 0.05), followed by a post-hoc
Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test with Bonferroni cor-
rection (p < 0.0125), † is labeled next to the result from either
ShapeSCE or ShapePCE if it is statistically significant relative
to all the methods used in comparison.

A. Experiment 1: Obstacle Avoidance

In the obstacle avoidance experiment shown in Fig. 4, multiple
shapes of obstacles are adopted such as spheres, cones, and
cubes, and the entry and target nodes were (0, 0, 0) and (80,
90, 30) mm, respectively. The ShapeSCE and ShapePCE motion
planners were both executed and compared with other motion
planners previously introduced for continuum robots, including
RRT* algorithm [5] and workspace-based RRT* (WRRT*) al-
gorithm [17]. As shown in Fig. 4, four robot extension steps were
selected to showcase the ShapeSCE motion plans. Similar results
were obtained using the ShapePCE planner and are therefore
not shown in the same figure. As shown in Table I, ShapeSCE
and ShapePCE greatly reduce both the average cost J(X) of all
sampled trajectories and the average computation time tp, and
enhance the success rate (SR) during obstacle avoidance. The
cost J(X) depends mainly on the distance from the robot tip to
the target node ηtar at its early stage of adaptive sampling, and
it starts to be dominated by the robot environmental, kinematic,
and shape constraints at the later stage. The lower cost of
ShapeSCE and ShapePCE indicates that the distance from the
environmental obstacle is larger and the actuation input is less
during robot motion. SR is defined by the ratio of the number of
successful collision-free trials to the total number of test trials.
A trial in the FTL cases is considered successful if the robot can
satisfy two conditions, namely 1) achieve eFTL less than the
permissible maximum lateral deviation error ēFTL and 2) reach

Fig. 5. Approximate FTL motion by ShapePCE planner, demonstrated by
four selected extension steps ((a)–(d)). The blue dotted line denotes the fixed
trajectory pf (s).

TABLE II
COMPARISON FOR APPROXIMATE FTL MOTION

the target node ηtar within the maximum iteration number Nη .
In the obstacle avoidance only (non-FTL) cases, only condition
2 is required. Compared with ShapeSCE, ShapePCE samples the
trajectories with similar tp but less J(X). This is mainly because
the paramerized robot trajectory can be fully defined and then
solved by forward kinematics fFK , avoiding the multi-solution
problem of inverse kinematics fIK present in ShapeSCE. As
shown in Table I, J(X) of ShapeSCE and ShapePCE are re-
spectively reduced by by 9% and 18%, compared to RRT*. Be-
sides, although WRRT* can also reduce the inverse kinematics
computation time using the JCG method, there exists null space
variance and singularities in pseudo inverse kinematics, which
leads to a large tip position error, especially when the robot
Jacobian matrices are complicated.

B. Experiment 2: Approximate FTL Motion

During the approximate FTL motion experiment, the fixed
trajectorypf (s) can be predetermined by an optimization-based
motion planner or directly by the surgeon [1]. The motion
planners evaluated here need to generate sequential motion plans
to navigate between the entry point and the target point while
minimizing eFTL. As shown in Fig. 5, the entry and target nodes
were respectively defined as (0, 0, 0) and (71.3, 97.0, 27.8) mm
in a new map consisting of purple obstacles. In addition, four
robot extension steps were also selected to be demonstrated
during a random approximate FTL motion executed by the
ShapePCE planner.

The ShapeSCE and ShapePCE motion planners are compared
with the RRT-shape approach to validate their shape following
capability, as shown in Table II. The RRT-shape is an effec-
tive methodology to perform an approximate FTL motion for
concentric tube robots [15]. As shown in Table II, J(X) of
ShapeSCE and ShapePCE are respectively reduced by 29%
and 36%, compared to RRT-Shape. It can be clearly seen that
ShapePCE results in sequential motion plans within the smallest
ēFTL (less than 3 mm). Due to the elite trajectory selection
of the CE estimation, ShapePCE can avoid unstable trajectory
sampling generated by a wide range of random configurations by
RRT-Shape. In addition, ShapeSCE is more time-consuming and
inaccurate compared to ShapePCE, due to its higher dimensional
Gaussian mixture model.
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Fig. 6. Safe navigation in the brain under approximate FTL motion by
ShapePCE motion planner, demonstrated by four selected insertion steps (a)–(d).

TABLE III
COMPARISON IN CLINICAL SCENARIO NAVIGATION

C. Experiment 3: Clinical Scenario

The anatomical environment was segmented from medical
images of real patients using intensity-based approaches involv-
ing manual labeling, thresholding, and region growing tech-
niques implemented in 3D Slicer. The resulting segmentation
was then utilized to generate a point cloud map in MATLAB.
The CE motion planners were then implemented to perform an
approximate FTL motion in a clinical scenario, which ensures a
safe navigation in the brain by avoiding collision with intracra-
nial blood vessels (arteries and veins) during neurosurgical tasks.
As shown in Fig. 6, motion plans generated by the ShapePCE
approach were demonstrated in a FTL manner. Table III also in-
dicates the ShapePCE motion planner has better shape following
performance with shortest tp, smallest FTL error (<4.4 mm),
and highest SR of 95%.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have proposed a new motion planning frame-
work presented in state-based (ShapeSCE) and parameter-based
(ShapePCE) approaches for continuum robots. It is equipped
with a cross-entropy (CE) estimation method offering a stochas-
tic model to adaptively realize elite trajectory sampling in
constrained environments. The superiority of the presented CE
motion planner is demonstrated in both collision-free motion
and FTL motion compared to existing state-of-the-art motion
planners for continuum robots, leading to less computation
time, lower sample cost, and better shape following capabil-
ity. Although ShapePCE provides more precise motion plans,
ShapeSCE requires less input information which makes it suit-
able for continuum robots with less sensing capabilities (e.g.
only tip positions need to be known). In our future work, the
implementations of the CE motion planners for other general
continuum surgical robots, such as steerable needles, will also
be investigated.
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